
Food Forum  

March 3, 2021 

In Attendance: Andy Trepanier (AT), Elizabeth Nessle (EN), Ben Adamson (BA), Steven Hun (SH), Chef Mike 

Wasylko (CF), 3 residents in person and 14 residents  via Zoom 

Who is expediting the delivered meals? They need to have some guidance. AT: we have been auditing meals 

over the past month, because we heard some items missing from orders. Up to 5 staff that handle one order 

(taking or order, entering, packaging, delivering, etc.). We are looking at how to streamline to avoid errors, 

but with that many people, room for error is high. Would love to see more in the dining room, the kitchen 

and department not setup to manage this many take outs a night.  

Still seems that the issue (or delivery order inaccuracy) should be addressed now. AT: agreed, and now have a 

phone that is carried around to correct any errors in the moment. Helps correct for resident, and gives us a 

chance to see in real time what may have happened.  

Highland Salad, Esmeralda Salad, baked stuffed Portobello, salad with eggs---- very much enjoyed! 

Appreciated the warm vegetation meal during the cold weather right now. AT: glad to hear, thank you. 

Kitchen has been working on adding to the variety on the vegetarian meals. 

Thank you for the winter picnic—veggie burger was very good, if you might consider putting on menu 

rotation for future, moist and not fried. Very nice picnic.  

Under the circumstances, whole department is doing a great job—not easy to get all those bags together AT: 

thank you. It is our goal to serve with no mistakes, we will get there.  

When will we be able to order on the portal? AT:  in the future, right now the focus is going live with point of 

sale software in dining room and LW, and will assess more as we open up more, and then can see the online 

ordering through the portal. Sooner the better, this option will help with phonecall volume too.  

Cottage residents able to use 1 point on last day of the month, but sounded like point of sale wouldn’t allow 

it to be entered in a 1 point meal. Entered as 2 point meal and used giftcard for the additional point. AT: 

correct, doesn’t have the ability to manipulate the point value of the meal, we will look at that programming. 

Also looking at other options to use the 1 point. Will solidify the meal plan and advertisement to residents to 

clear to all. 

Best solution would be to open Bistro, so we can use the 1 point there. AT: agreed, but I don’t see the Bistro 

opening until take outs are down to 30-ish per night. 

Opinion is there are more errors now than ever before AT: Reworked a bit on how managing dining room, we 

will look at this. (sidenote, through further discussion, it sounds more like ordering items that don’t come at 

the same time, but not that getting the wrong items) 

Some servers need refresher on training on bringing silverware ie: spoon with dessert if needed, or a pasta 

spoon etc. as needed for a certain dish AT: all good information, we will refresh the training. Servers are 

being re-educated on dining room experience versus delivery. 

Shrimp tempura not as good as it used to be, more batter than shrimp AT: will talk to chef about that if it is a 

new product. 



Another said they liked the tempura.  All food is very well cooked. Would like to see more imagination in the 

cooking AT: as we reopen more, will start to see more options. Menu selections are currently chosen given 

the high volume of takeouts to accommodate still. Chef team working on variety.  

What happened to the pasta? AT: it was not selling, maybe 5-6 sold per week, per point of sale reports. If we 

see items that aren’t selling, we will take it off for a more popular dish. Priority is finding balance, and don’t 

want to waste or offer items that don’t sell. Could make it way back in the near future as a special menu 

item, could be more popular and could add to variety of the offered dish.  

Spaghetti sauce always served the same way, there are other ways to make it AT: one of the reasons we are 

going to look at the pasta dish as a special versus a daily offering, gives more option for variety to the style of 

the dish.  

Do you want to see more in the dining room? AT: yes! Still at 50% capacity, state rule but we can go up to 80 

per night. Averaged 55 per night in February. But if we get up to 80 given the current capacity restrictions 

that would bring deliveries down to ~ 60, which is helpful and on the way to being more manageable.  

Kudos to the grab and go lunch with salad containers that were industrial compost—is a good step if followed 

through on. AT: agreed, those containers work great for cold items in an event like picnic, they don’t hold up 

well for delivered hot items. I would love to go in direction of reusable container. 

We tell no butter or condiments when we order, and it comes still sometimes, what can we do not to waste? 

AT: doing the right thing but requesting not to have it, the servers should be writing it down and checking 

when packaging the bag. Otherwise it is often easier to give certain items to everyone (ie: bread and butter) 

given the volume of special requests.  

When will you start serving alcohol in dining room? AT: right now we serve a house red and house white. 

Would like to hire a bartender to serve drinks, but I don’t foresee this until more dine-in volume, it doesn’t 

make operational sense to open the bar with fully stocked, with the low volume of mixed drinks and low 

volume in dining room. Will offer drink specials throughout the month, ie: St Patricks Day. Also regulations on 

who can pour and deliver, and we have lot of young staff that don’t meet those requirements. 

Is one house red and one house white temporary? Kendal Jackson is a fan favorite. Will the variety come back 

with the opening on the bar? AT: have been using wines in current inventory, going brand by brand. 80% of 

what is ordered is Chardonnay, 10% Riesling, other 10% variety—we will stock the majority favorites again, 

and will have nice options to choose from, but won’t need to stock/sell some of the rare variety often seen 

before.  

What about continental breakfast at HC AT: a lot of selections, discussed at dining committee. “Continental” 

shifted seemed to shift to a “buffet” over time, need to relook at options provided. Looking at prep sheet for 

the day, there are 30 items and we stock 5 or 6 or 2 of each, then it seems to disappear quite quickly. It is too 

much variety. Will work with dining committee on how it shifted to this over time, and how do we can 

reimagine and get to what can work for all residents and what do we want our offering to be, then it could be 

managed properly.  

Better talk to marketing about that, because they tell us when we move in that we have an abundance of 

items offered AT: this is true at the moment, but would like to streamline in the future.  

Coffee in club room was out at 8:00am—is there a system where this would be checked? AT: will look into 

the restocking system in place. All part of reevaluation of the continental offerings overall.  


